
 

Drake came back with style with this new album. The 20-track album is packed with Drake's signature sound, taking listeners on an extensive journey through his past memories and present life. The Canadian rapper also explores his own personal demons and other obstacles that come with fame in the mix of tracks. It features collaborations from other popular musicians like Jay Z, Nicki Minaj,
Jhene Aiko, and Lil Wayne. Fans will notice that if they purchase Nothing Was The Same on iTunes they also receive two bonus tracks; “We'll Be Fine” by Future (another popular rap artist) featuring Drake and “All Me” by Big Sean featuring Drake. It was released on September 24, 2013. It debuted at #1 on the US Billboard 200 chart with sales of 458,000 copies in its first week. In doing so it
became Drake's third album to debut at number one and become a Platinum-selling album. It is Drake's first since Take Care to do so, as well as being his second consecutive platinum-selling debut album. The record also debuted atop the charts of Australia, New Zealand, Canada and Netherlands along with its overall top 5 positions around the world. In the United Kingdom "Nothing Was The Same"
opened at #2 behind Adele's 25 which was released a week before it. This marked Drake's highest UK chart position at that time. Some critics have argued that the album was released too soon after his last, Take Care. But take care was a critically acclaimed stacked up to be one of the best albums of 2011. Drake said during an interview with MTV recently “Life is short. I [have] been working on this
[album] for a while and I wanted to get it out while it's still timely, while people want to enjoy it," he explained. “The last thing you want to do is drop a song that's relevant today and then in two months people are like 'When is that coming out?' You can't do that. I just wanted to put it in the marketplace. I want people to enjoy this while it's summertime.” From an early age in Toronto, Canada Drake
has always had one goal in mind; music. Drizzy (as he is often referred to by his fans), grew up listening to music of all genre's and at a very young age started writing poetry rap lyrics. He began taking his rapping career seriously when he was about 14 years old, when he formed Degrassi’s leading rap group with his friend named Jax (played by former "Glee" star Aubrey Graham). Drake dropped out
of high school at the age of 15 to pursue a career in music. Drake started to gain popularity in 2006 when he released his mixtape “Room for Improvement” which contained songs like "Say What's Real" and "Houstatlantavegas". His follow-up mixtapes are often compiled into two volumes called So Far Gone , which is what happened with his first 3 mixtapes. His third mixtape “So Far Gone” was
released in 2009 and quickly became an underground hit. It included popular songs like “Best I Ever Had”, “Successful”, and “Fear” which were all huge hits for Drake.
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